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INTRODUCTION 
Let E be an infinite-dimensional Banach space and II’: E - E be a (possibly 
nonlinear) quasi-bounded compact map. Recently Furi and Vignoli [3] intro- 
duced a notion of a spectrum X(T) to obtain criteria for the surjectivity of 
I - T. Z(T) turns out to be the approximate point spectrum for linear T. 
In this paper some further properties of Z( 2’) are given. Among other results 
we prove that either 0 E Z(T) or it is surrounded by Z(T). Both cases arc possible. 
As an illustration we show that the famous Birkhoff-Kellogg theorem is a 
consequence of this fact. We prove also that if T is asymptotically odd then 
0 E Z(T). This is a generalization of the well-known fact that 0 E o(T) for 
linear T (dim E = co). Consequently a compact odd map defined on the 
unit sphere S of E contains zero in the closure of its range. 
We thank Furi and Vignoli for some helpful discussions. 
Let E be a Banach space over the field K of real or complex numbers: 
K = (58, C}. Two maps S, T: E--f E are called asymptotically equivalent 
(notation S N T) i f f  
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For example, S h T if the difference S ~ T is a bounded map. S is asymptotically 
odd if f  in its equivalence class there is an odd map, i.e., S N T and T(x) = 
- T( -x), x E E. 1; is easy to see that S is asymptotically odd if f  S N S-, where 
Sp is defined by S-(X) :=~ --S(--x), x E E. To each equivalence class belongs 
at most one positizx homogeneous map, i.e., a map T such that T(tx) m= tT(x) 
for s E I:’ and t 1 0. 
2 
A continuous map T: E - E is compact i f f  it maps bounded sets into compact 
sets. 
LEMMA. IA S, T: E - E be continuous, S compact and T positive homo- 
geneous. Suppose S k T. Then T is compact. 
Proqf. Let i11 C I:’ be a bounded set and t > 0. Look at the inclusion 
T(M) C t~~‘S(tM) + t l(T - S)(M). The first set is totally bounded and the 
diameter of the second one tends to zero as t + co (cf. [4, 81). QED. 
S is asymptotically linear i f f  S N T and T is linear and continuous. T is 
then called the derivative of S at injim’ty. So, as a special case of the lemma, 
the derivative at infinity of an asymptotically linear compact map is compact [6]. 
3 
A continuous map T: E - E is called quasibounded [5] i f f  there are numbers 
-3, B Y 0 such that 
For example, if T is compact and positive homogeneous then T is quasi- 
bounded. Also if S is quasibounded, T is compact and S N T then T is 
quasibounded. 
The quasibounded maps form a linear space Q(E) which is a semigroup, 
multiplication being composition, but Q(E) is not an algebra. 
On Q(E) the following seminorm is defined: 
(Q(E), I . 1) is complete and / ST j < j S j 1 T / for S, T E Q(E) [3]. I f  T is 
linear then j T / is just the usual operator norm. 
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4 
Let T: E + E be a quasibounded map. We say that a number z E K is an 
approximate eigenvalue if f  
The set of all these values is denoted by Z’(T) [3]. 
Let T be linear. Then Z(T) is just the usual approximate point spectrum 
of T. Denoting the spectrum of T by a(T) the following inclusions are well 
known in linear spectral theory: 
&(T)CZ(T)Ca(T). 
Consequently, if G( II’) is nowhere dense, e.g., if T is compact, then ,Z( 7’) = V( 7’). 
5 
Let us first mention some properties of Z(T). The proofs are simple and 
most of them can be found in [3]. Let T: E - E be quasibounded. Then 
Z(T) is compact and 1 z / < j T [ for x E Z(T). Furthermore Z(AT) = AZ(T) 
for h E K. If  S is a linear homeomorphism from E onto E then E(T) =- Z(S~lTS). 
Let Ti: Ei - Ei be quasibounded, i 1, 2. Then Z( Tl x T.J ~~~ Z( Tl) u 
,Y(T,). Finally if S, T: E -+ E are quasibounded and S - T then Z(S) Z(T). 
11’~ will need the following fact. Let T: I!’ l I!’ be positive homogeneous 
and compact and let z E K, z f  0. Then u” E Z(T) i f f  z is an eigenvalue of T. 
i.e., if there exists an x /- 0 such that 
Tx -7 zs (5.1) 
6 
PROPOSITION. The multivalued function 
T t Q(E) --c: Z(T) 
is “upper semicontinuous”; i.e., given a neighborhood I’ of Z(T) there exists an 
E >- 0 such that Z(S) C V .for S E Q(E), i S - T 1 < E. 
Proof. Suppose I S, - T ~ L< l/n, 2% c Z(S,,), z:rL --+ z. Il’e will show that 
z E Z(T). It can be easily seen that this property implies the “upper semi- 
continuitv” of Z(T). By the definition of the seminorm / WC: find C, ‘-- 0 
such that 
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By the definition of an approximate eigenvalue we find X, E I?, /I x, 11 k n I C.,L 
such that 
z,g, - s&z, / < (I,,4 II x, I!. 
Hence 
Letting n + co we see that z E Z(T). Q.E.D. 
As a consequence the set (TE Q(E): Z(T) + S} is closed in g(E). 
LEMMA. Let T: E + E be such that I/ TX II L= 1; x llfor x E E. Then z E 2(T) a 
/XI -1. 
Proof. Let z E Z(T). Nre find x’, E E, 11 X, 1; > n, such that 1’ ZX,~ - TX, 1. < 
I!n jJ x, I/. Hence 
Dividing by 1: X, 1’ and letting n - co completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
8 
We are interested in finding out under what assumptions on T the spectrum 
Z(T) is not empty. For this purpose we will use the Leray-Schauder degree 
[7] (see [I] for a simple introduction). We distinguish between the two cases 
dim E = cc and dim E < x. 
9. FIRST CASE: dim E = cc 
Let T: E---f E be quasibounded and compact. Denote by CT, the open ball 
in E of radius Y and center 0. Furthermore, let 
KT : - K’@(T) u (0)). 
Clearly this is an open subset of K 
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I f  .z E KT it is not hard to show that there exists an r >- 0 such that zx + TX 
on E\U*. Hence for s > 7 the Leray-Schauder degree deg(1 - z-lT, U,) 
is defined and by excision independent of the choice of s. So denote this degree 
just by deg(z, T). 
10 
The following was shown in [3]. 
The function z E KT -+ deg(z, T) is constant on the components of Kr 
and equals 1 on the unbounded component. deg(z, T) #= 0 implies that the 
map x - T is onto. Finally if T is asymptotically odd then deg(x, T) is odd. 
We are now in a position to prove our main result. 
THEOREM. Let T: E - E be quasibounded and compact (dim E -~~ so) and 
assume that 0 $ Z(T). Then deg(z, T) ::- 0 on the component of K, surrounding 0. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that z9? E K, , zn + 0 deg(z, , T) # 0. 
Let us prove first that 
for all JJ E E there exists a bounded sequence x, E E such 
that TX, converges to y. (11.1) 
By Section 10, z, - T is onto. Hence, there exists a sequence x, E E such that 
%ZX, ~ TX, = -3’. Assume that x, is unbounded, or, without loss of generality, 
that /I x, 11 --f co. Then I/ X, i/--l 11 X,X, - TX, 1 ---f 0, and since 1 z, 1 --L 0, 
11 x, II ~lli TX, ~ + 0. 
But this implies 0 E Z(T) and contradicts the assumption of the theorem. 
Hence x, is bounded and (11.1) follows immediately. 
Now from (11 .I) we conclude 
By Baire’s theorem TU, has an interior point for some n. But this is impossible 
since dim E -~ m and ???, is compact. Q.E.D. 
12 
As an immediate consequence of Sections 10 and 11 we get the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let T: E -+ E be quasibounded and compact (dim E mo). 
Then either 0 E Z(T) OY 0 is surrounded 11-v Z(T). 
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Let us show that both cases are possible. If  T is linear then 0 E Z(T), as 
is well known in linear spectral theory. 
As an example for the second case, fix e E E such that ,: e / mm 1 and define 
T: R - K by TX : -== in x ,/ e, x E E. Section 7 implies that Z(T) C (.z E K: 
bl 11, and by the above proposition we see that Z(T) ==~ {z E K: ~ u” i ~~ 1). 
13 
Let us illustrate Section 12 by proving the famous theorem of Birkhoff 
and Kellogg [2]. Suppose that T: U, ---f E is continuous and maps Cr, into 
a compact set which does not contain the origin. Extend T to a compact positive 
homogeneous map T: E ----f E. By the assumption on T it is easy to check 
that 0 $Z( rp’). H ence, for all .a E k’, i z i = 1, there exists a real t > 0 such 
that tz E Z(T). Using (5.1) we obtain an x E ZU, such that Tx := tzx. 
14 
As a consequence of Section 12 we obtain the following 
PROPOSITION. Let T: E---f E be quasibounded and compact (dim E = co). 
Then Z(T) f  m . 
This is no longer true if we drop the assumption “T compact.” In the case 
AY = R it is easily seen. Just take a complex Banach space E, a bounded linear 
operator T: E --, E such that a(T) n R = r’, and look at everything to be 
R-linear. 
In the case k’ = C we have to give a different example. Suppose there exists 
a conjugation x E E -+ ,XE E, e.g. I? is a C*-algebra or an P-space. Define 
T:ExE+ExB by (x, 1’) ---f (y, G). 
Assume that z E Z(T). Since T is isometric, Section 7 implies i z : _= 1. Since 
T is R-linear, there exist sequences xn (~9~ E E such that 
(a) ,I .Yn ‘1 ~- ,‘-rn / 1, 
(b) zx, - in - 0, 
(c) zyll --- iZn - 0. 
From (c) we conclude x3/, $ ix, - 0 and 
(d) -%jn + zix, ---f 0. 
Adding (b) and (d) we obtain (1 + i) zx,, + 0, hence x, ---f 0 and by (b) 
21~ ----f 0. But this is a contradiction to (a). Hence Z(T) = O. 
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15 
As we have already pointed out, if T: E -+ E is linear and compact then 
0 E a(T). This fact can be generalized to the following 
PROPOSITIOK. Let T: R + E be quasibounded compact and asymptotically 
odd. Then 0 E X(T). 
Proof. Assume 0 $2(T). Then Sections 10 and 11 lead to a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Suppose T: au, + I:’ is continuous odd and maps aUI into a -- 
compact set. Then 0 E range(T). 
~__ 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that 0 6 range(T). As in Section 13, extend 
T to a positive homogeneous odd compact map T;: E --j E. Then the assumption 
on T implies that 0 6 2Y( i’), a contradiction to the above proposition. 
16. SECOND CASE: dimE < cc 
In this case we define deg(z, T) in a slightly different way. Let T: E --•L I? 
be quasibounded. Let U, C E be the open ball of radius Y  centered at the 
origin. Define 
KT :== A?+‘(T). 
I f  z E KT there exists an I > 0 such that zx + TX on E\lJ,. , hence the Brower 
degree deg(z -- T, LT.<) is defined for all s ‘-: r and by excision independent 
of s. So we denote this degree by deg(z, T). 
17 
Using a method similar to that of [3] ( see also [4]), it is possible to show 
the following: The function z E KT + deg(z, T) is constant on the components 
of KT . deg(z, T) # 0 implies that the map z - T is onto. Finally if T is 
asymptotically odd then deg(z, T) is odd. 
18 
Let K r R. It is not difficult to see that 
deg(z, T) m-7 I for z Y Z(T), 
= (-l)dirnE for z < C(T). 
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As a consequence, using Section 17 we get the following 
PROPOSITION. Let T: E --f B be quasibounded and let dim, E be jinite and 
odd. Then Z(T) f @. 
I f  dim E is even then there are examples of T (even 1’ linear) such that 
X(T) =- 3 (see Section 14). 
19 
Finally, let K -~ @. If dim E = 1 then Z(T) 75 L:. To see this, let e E E 
be such that :I e // = 1 and note that any cluster point of the sequence n-lT(ne) 
will be in Z(T). 
I f  dim E == 2, Section 14 gives an example of a T such that Z(T) = II 
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